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Refractive error and monocular viewing strengthen the hollow-face illusion

Abstract
We measured the strength of the hollow-face illusion-the ‘flipping distance’ at which perception changes between convex and concave-as a function of a lens-induced 3 dioptre refractive error and monocular/binocular viewing. Refractive error and closing one eye both strengthened the illusion to approximately the same extent. The illusion was weakest viewed binocularly without refractive error and strongest viewed monocularly with it. This suggests binocular cues disambiguate the illusion at greater distances than monocular cues, but that both are disrupted by refractive error. We argue that refractive error leaves the ambiguous low-spatial-frequency shading information critical to the illusion largely unaffected while disrupting other, potentially disambiguating, depth/distance cues. 2012 a Pion publication.
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Abstract

We measured the strength of the hollow-face illusion – the ‘flipping distance’ at which perception changes between convex and concave - as a function of a lens induced three-dioptre refractive error and monocular/binocular viewing. Refractive error and closing one eye both strengthened the illusion to approximately the same extent. The illusion was weakest viewed binocularly without refractive error and strongest viewed monocularly with. This suggests binocular cues disambiguate the illusion at greater distances than monocular cues but that both are disrupted by refractive error. We argue that refractive error leaves the ambiguous low spatial frequency shading information critical to the illusion largely unaffected while disrupting other, potentially disambiguating, depth/distance cues. [110 words]
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The hollow-face illusion is the perception of a concave mask as a convex face when viewed from beyond a certain distance. The distance at which perception changes between convex and concave, the ‘flipping distance’, can be used as a measure of the strength of the illusion and has been shown to vary as a function of a variety of viewing conditions including lighting direction, monocular/binocular viewing and the orientation of the mask (Hill and Bruce 1993). Here we investigated whether the refractive error associated with wearing positive three-dioptre reading glasses also affects flipping distance. Wearing three-dioptre lenses brings the resting focal length of the eye to 1/3 metres and, assuming the lens cannot be flattened further, means that the image of any object beyond that distance will be blurred. This blurring of the retinal image will disrupt a number of depth cues that may be important in disambiguate the mask at closer distances. For example, adding blur reduces both accommodative accuracy (Heath 1956) and the ability to discriminate differences in blur (Mather and Smith 2002), both potential cues to surface layout at least when integrated across eye movements. Blur is also in some ways equivalent to a greater viewing distance in that both limit the high spatial frequency information available.

The inherently ambiguous pattern of shading – a concave surface lit from one direction will produce roughly the same pattern of shading as a convex surface lit from the opposite direction (at least with regards its Lambertian component) - is thought to be central to the illusion. An opaque mask lit from in front and below looks like a convex face lit from above. The convex percept is consistent with a “light-from-above” assumption (Adams et al 2004; O'Shea et al, 2010; Sun and Perona, 1998). The hollow-face illusion is stronger when the convex percept appears lit from above (Hill and Bruce 1993), as is also the case for a translucent mask lit from above and behind as used here. As shading contains predominantly low spatial frequency (Morrison and Schyns 2001), we predicted that refractive-error-induced blurring might strengthen the illusion by preserving ambiguous low spatial frequency cues at the same time as degrading unambiguous cues to the mask’s true depth. Consistent with this, it has previously been shown that we converge on the illusory face rather than the actual mask and suggested that this may “make it easier to maintain the illusion by defocusing the image” (Hoffmann and Sebald 2007, p.469).

We do not know what visual information disambiguates the mask at closer distances but monocular disparities, vergence, accommodation, image blur (if combined over eye movements), and motion parallax (if a stationary object is assumed1) may all be involved individually or in combination. Monocular viewing is known to strengthen the illusion (Hill and Bruce 1993), suggesting that unambiguous binocular information based on binocular disparities and/or convergence disambiguate the illusion at greater distances than monocular cues. If refractive error selectively disrupts binocular information, for example by limiting stereo resolution (Banks et al 2004), we would expect refractive error to have a greater effect on binocular than monocular viewing. However, even monocularly the mask appears hollow when viewed from close enough showing that monocular cues can disambiguate the illusion albeit at shorter distances. While pictorial cues are inherently ambiguous due to the limitations of a single line of sight, accommodation and parallax from self motion are potentially disambiguating monocular cues. Built-

1 The compelling impression that the hollow-face and related illusions of depth reversal ‘follow’ you when you move from side-to-side suggest that the visual system does not incorporate such an assumption (Rogers and Gyani 2010)
in ‘assumptions’, for example that of equally sized elements for relative size or shape-from-texture, mean that even for pictorial cues certain percepts are more likely and this could help disambiguate the illusion when those assumptions are met. If refractive error disrupts whatever monocular cues disambiguate the illusion, it will increase the strength of the illusion viewed monocularly as well as binocularly.

In order to test these possibilities we measured flipping distance when approaching the illusion when viewing with one (the dominant) or both eyes and when either wearing or not wearing three-dioptre reading glasses. The mask was positioned 1.25m above the ground and lit from above and behind using an angle-poise light with a cool daylight bulb (please see Figure 1). Twenty-one observers took part in the 2 Refractive Error (Zero/Three Dioptres) x 2 Viewing (Monocular/binocular) within-subjects design. All observers had 10/20 or better acuity measured using a Snellen eye chart viewed from a distance of 10 feet. Order of trials was randomised for each observer with one repetition for each condition.

Figure 1 illustrates the stimulus used in the experiment. All images show the mask taken with a stereo camera (Fujifilm W1) from a distance of 50cm. The top row shows unfiltered images whereas the bottom row has been blurred with “lens blur” in Adobe Photoshop to approximate the appearance of the mask when viewed with refractive error. It may be difficult or impossible to see even stereoscopic photographs of the hollow-face as hollow, but left pairs correspond to the hollow face for parallel fusion and the right pairs for cross fusion.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the illusion was weakest (flipping distance largest) when viewed binocularly without refractive error and strongest (smallest flipping distance) when viewed monocularly with refractive error. Inducing a three-dioptre refractive error or closing one eye
strengthened the illusion to approximately the same extent (both approximately halved the flipping distance). Data was right skewed and leptokurtic but robustness was initially assumed. ANOVA gave a significant two-way interaction between refractive error and monocular/binocular viewing, $F(1,20)=15.26, p=.001, \eta^2_p=.43$. Simple main effects analysis showed significant effects of refractive error for both binocular, $F(1,40)=46.98, p<.001, \eta^2_p=.54$, and monocular viewing, $F(1,40)=6.63, p=.014, \eta^2_p=.14$. In order to confirm that this result was not an artefact of the non normal data, we used Monte Carlo resampling of the participant data permuting the scores in each condition to test the same null hypotheses (Berkovits et al 2000). Based on 5000 iterations, the $p$ value for the refractive error x viewing condition was $p<.001$. There were also significant effects of refractive error for both monocular and binocular viewing. These results are both entirely consistent with the parametric analysis.

![Figure 2](image.png)

**Figure 2.** Mean ‘flipping distance’ for monocular or binocular viewing, with or without a three-dioptre refractive error. Error bars show standard error of the mean after removal of between subjects variation.

Artificially introducing a three-dioptre refractive error and monocular viewing both strengthened the illusion. Figure 2 and partial eta-squared values suggest that refractive error and closing one eye produce effects of similar sizes. There was an effect of refractive error on the illusion viewed monocularly. The interaction suggests that the effects are not additive and that both affect overlapping information, but may result from a floor effect.

We do not know which of the available depth cues are responsible for resolving the illusion at close distances as the magnitudes of many if not all possible cues will increase as viewing distance decreases. The issue is further complicated as the relative contribution of different cues may also vary with distance. However the effect of monocular as compared to binocular viewing reported here and previously suggests that binocular cues disambiguate the illusion at greater distances than monocular ones. Both horizontal and vertical (Gillam et al 1988) disparities are potentially involved, but because the visual angle subtended by the mask was typically less than 15° and the mask was presented medially, any vertical disparity gradients will be minimal and thus ineffective as a source of information about absolute distance (Bradshaw, Glennerster & Rogers, 1996). Vergence may be important and there is evidence for its use as a cue to distance within one metre (Tresilian et al
1999). If people tend to verge on the illusory rather than the actual nose (Hoffmann and Sebald 2007) a change in vergence would be expected to accompany ‘flipping’ but remains to be demonstrated. Whatever binocular cues do disambiguate the illusion at ~160 cm, refractive error makes them less effective. Refractive error would reduce the precision of both horizontal and vertical disparities but would not affect the angles of the converging lines of sight from each eye. Vergence may be affected due to its dependence on detecting the correct alignment of the image as well as its links with accommodation and blur.

Monocular cues do disambiguate the illusion at close distances. Motion parallax from observer bob and sway is one potentially unambiguous monocular cue given a stationary object assumption but, as noted earlier, does not appear to be involved in practice. While participants were encouraged to move directly towards the mask and to only sway after experiencing a flip as a check that the now concave mask no longer ‘followed’ them, this was not tightly controlled. In principle, accommodation provides absolute distance information and would vary within the range of flipping distances reported. It may provide ordinal depth information between 17 cm and 50 cm (Fisher and Ciuffreda 1988; Mon-Williams and Tresilian 2000). The backlit plastic mask used is likely to be a poor accommodative stimulus given its lack of sharp contours and this may contribute to its effectiveness as an illusion. Positive three-dioptre lenses would not be expected to elicit an accommodative response given the stimulus is beyond rather than in front of the focal point (Fincham 1951) making the loss of accommodation a possible basis of the effect of refractive error in the monocular condition. However, even in the monocular condition with refractive error the average flipping distance of 50 cm was greater than the 33 cm focal length of the lenses used making it unlikely that ‘the flip’ was associated with an accommodative response. Whatever monocular cues disambiguate the mask at close distances, the results show their effective distance is reduced by refractive error. Two participants reported still seeing the mask as convex even at the closest possible distance (their nose inside the mask) for monocular viewing with or without refractive error (flipping distance was recorded as zero centimetres).

We initially thought that natural refractive error might explain some of the individual variation in susceptibility to the hollow-face illusion found here and elsewhere - here differences between observers accounted for 45.8% of total variance. However we did not find any correlation between measured acuity for different participants and their flipping distance in the zero refractive error (or any other) condition as would be expected if this was the case (all p’s >.3). It has also been reported that people with schizophrenia are not susceptible to the illusion (Dima et al 2009) and low spatial frequency sensitivity decrements also associated with this disorder (O’Donnell et al 2002) might help to explain this as well as other aspects of their face processing (Silverstein et al 2009). Low spatial frequencies may also be particularly important for initiating top-down processes in object recognition (Bar et al 2006), processes that are likely to contribute to the strength of the hollow-face illusion in “normals” but that may again be impaired for people with schizophrenia.

Three-dioptre refractive error, like monocular viewing, increased the distance over which observers reported seeing the hollow-face illusion probably because refractive error preserves ambiguous low spatial frequency shading while degrading other monocular and binocular cues to actual depth [ words].
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